Existence and Learning of Teaching Network for Complex Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN) has been discussed in this piece of research. Issues related to the quaternionic neural network have been taken into consideration. In this paper by considering the special class of CRNN for which existence of attractive periodic solution in teaching network has been obtained and theoretical results has been proved, limit cycle, existence and uniqueness have also been discussed. This work has very much significant for several real world applications.
INTRODUCTION
The properties and presentation of complex valued neural networks have been widely discover in the cases of single neuron model multilayered perceptrons and recurrent neural networks. There are numerous function of quaternion to the neural networks and quaternion is a four dimensional hyper complex number system. The computational ability of a single quaternary neurons is discussed by [1] .The multilayered with quaternionic neurons and their learning algorithms have been discussed [2] - [4] .The several practical problem to the time series predictions, rigid body control [5] ,Color image compression [3] and extraction of color information from night vision image [6] ,of the quaternionic multilayered perceptrons. The existence condition of energy function in Hopfield type quaternionic neural network has been clarified in the case of continuous value of neuron states and continuous time [7] .
In this paper we explore a particular class of Complex Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN).We have taken three nodes case of monotone dynamical system theory to represent a well defined set of structure for that every orbit of CRNN is asymptotic to a period orbit. This class of CRNN is shown to a group of stable limit cycle.
DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM
Consider the following neural network in which,
In this figure we consider U (Z) is the input and Y(Z) is the output. This neural network is described properly by the coordination of differential equations involving complex variable. 
Let

A=
The roots of the characteristic polynomial is A -I = 0 given by.
The roots of (3) are given by ,
A necessary and sufficient condition for f(λ) to have a pair of complex conjugate roots is that f (λ 1 ) f (λ 2 ) > 0, according to Ruiz, Owens and Townley [8] from (2),we obtain,
Equation (5) has a limit cycle at the origin.
EXISTENCE OF ATTRACTIVE PERIODIC SOLUTION IN THE TEACHING NETWORK
The teaching network with state X(Z): The three node version of teaching network represented by (1) (6) To prove range of weights that each trajectory of (6) which does not tends to equilibrium X=0, tends to a periodic orbit. It is monotone dynamical system and by using the techniques from monotone dynamical system theory, we discussed competitive system results for the proposition [9] . These types of results sometimes referred to as a Poincare -
Bendixson theorem for three dimensional systems except in the special case of cyclic systems that does not generalize to higher dimensions [10] . If the periodic orbits does not provide us with any information concerning the uniqueness and stability by the monotone system theory. These types of tool for establishing the existence of attractive periodic orbits in the teaching network (6).
LEARNING THE OUTPUT FROM THE TEACHING NETWORK
In this system we create weight adaption algorithms which enable the learning complex recurrent neural network to train the output of the teaching network. The learning CRNN converge exponentially to the stable X (Z) and fixed weight vector. W * of the teaching network.
THEOREM 1
The three node teaching network (1) and its corresponding three node learning CRNN is,
(Z)
Define the weight adaption algorithm by
Then for arbitrary initial condition X(0), Z(0) R c 3 and W(0) R c 3 the closed loop system (6)- (9) Where for i = 1or 2 , and : = clearly from (11) for all Z 0
Since a has a global Lipschitz constant equal to one we have that for all Z 0 and i = 1,2
It follows using variation of constants in the first equation in (10) and then taking estimates that
Hence there exists M 1 , 1 > 0 such that for all Z and i =1,2
Now we have to show that (Z): = decays to zero exponentially. Certainly we will show that the weights are bounded now differentiating.
V(Z) =
The length of solution and using (13) and (14) 
With (Z) R c 3 .Since satisfies the persistency of excitation condition Lemma 3.6 in [11] it also follows Corollary 2.3 in [12] that the system given by (18) is equally exponentially stable. Now, using the fact that lim t→∞ = 0, it follows from normal perturbation results [13, p.134 ] that for the transition matrix ψ (.,.) of
There exists M 2 , 2 > 0 so that
For all Z S and S 0 using variation of constants in (17) and estimating using (19) gives for all Z 0 (20)
Now using the boundness of W(.) and exponential decay to zero of and ) gives by (13) and (14) we have that converge to zero exponentially as t tends to . It then follows that there exists M, > 0 so that (10) holds.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have shown the results from monotone dynamical system theory for three nodes CRNN with fixed weights of the teaching network that provides periodic solution. The inspiration behind the need for the teaching network to have periodic solutions occurs from the fact that learning usually needs repetition. Here we have used the periodic output of the teaching network as a teaching indication to be educated by a three node learning CRNN. This piece of research concludes the following results:
(i) The limit cycle proved for the origin.
(ii) Established the Existence of attractive periodic solution in the teaching network.
(iii) Learning the output from the teaching network for CRNN established.
The research work discussed in this paper has many applications in real world. It is helpful for designing and setting such network.
